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Get in Touch
Our workflow is simple – get in touch via our website, email, or
phone to discuss requirements > we issue a quote > you issue a
go ahead > the magic happens

Website
www.imdtranslation.co.uk
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About Us
IMD Legal Translation and Interpreting Ltd supports legal professionals and
law firms in delivering excellence to their clients through providing top-
quality translation, interpreting, and transcription services. Established or
solicitors we cover all legal practice areas and related specialisms, from
personal injury and medical negligence to arbitration, corporate, and
criminal.

We’re ISO 17100 and ISO 9001 certified – and externally audited on a regular
basis. This means you can rest assured our translation, documentation and
management systems, processes, procedures, and services are in line with
and held to the highest of international standards.

Over 400 linguists combining dozens of language pairs, specialisms, and
legal practice areas to ensure nothing is ‘lost in translation’. 

Our Clients
We work with all practice sizes, from individual solicitors to global law firms, to
provide accurate and timely translations, transcriptions, and interpreting
services between dozens of language, from Arabic and Urdu, to Chinese and
Turkish, across all legal practice areas.

Our Services
From document translation for high-profile international litigation, to 
criminal trial bundles translated within Legal Aid rates, we aim to add real 
value to you case. We are able to handle translation jobs of all sizes, from 
marriage certificates and witness statements to medical reports and 
multi-jurisdiction litigation documents, and we facilitate interpreting all 
purposes from remote business negotiations to in-person court hearings.

Legal Aid Rates Available in most instances - ask our staff for more info 

Translation 
Covering dozens of language pairs and all legal practice areas, we can 
add real value to your case. From Arabic to Vietnamese, we've got you 
covered 

Transcription
Got an audio or video file and need what is said on paper instead? Not to 
worry, we have you covered with mono-lingual and multi-lingual 
transcription options.

Interpreting
In-person or remote, our linguists are experienced in interpreting in legal 
settings and are ready to facilitate understanding with your clients.


